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                            Welcome

                             At Indigo Bay we aim to create delicious food with the highest quality of ingredients. We care about our customers’ satisfaction and enjoyment, bringing you dishes that you will want to taste again and again. Our fragrant and flavourful dishes will make you happy! 
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                                Allergy Info

                                Do you have a food allergy OR intolerance?

                                If you have a food allergy or intolerance (or someone you're ordering for has), you MUST phone the restaurant. Do not order if you cannot get the allergy information you need.
 CALL NOW

                     

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
						Collection Discount

                                15% OFF ALL COLLECTION ORDERS OVER £15


                                Please Note this Discount will be Auto Applied on Checkout to all qualifying orders.

                                 
							ORDER NOW 
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                            Opening Hours

                            MONDAY: 5:00PM - 10:30PM
TUESDAY: **CLOSED**
WEDNESDAY: 5:00PM - 10:30PM
THURSDAY: 5:00PM - 10:30PM
FRIDAY: 5:00PM - 10:30PM
SATURDAY: 5:00PM - 10:30PM
SUNDAY: 5:00PM - 10:30PM

                            ** Please note, these may vary on Bank Holidays & Special Occasions**

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
						Banquet Night

                                 £13.95pp

                                EVERY WEDNESDAY

                                Starter, Main Dish, Side & Rice OR Naan 

                                King Prawn or Salmon Dishes £3 Extra

                                 
							BOOK NOW 
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                            Our Menu

                             Each dish that we prepare will have its own distinctive flavour, aroma and authenticity. Please relax and enjoy the experience. 
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                                    STARTERS

                                     Choose from our expansive range of starters. Including Tandoori Grilled meats & freshly made samosas & Bhajis. There's something for everyone. 
 
                            EXPLORE HERE
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                                    MAIN DISHES

                                     Pick from our wide range of dishes, including our chefs special unique dishes not found in you average Indian plus all your classics Indian curries. 
 
                            EXPLORE HERE
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                                    SIDES & SUNDRIES

                                    We offer an extensive list vegetable side dishes that can be also be had as a main. With lots of freshly cooked in our Tandoor breads & delicious rice dishes.

 
                            EXPLORE HERE
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                                             “Delicious as always! We had a tilapia dish and ada murghi (chicken), first time trying these dishes and we all enjoyed them. Staff very friendly and covid aware, another customer was picking up their order and distances were kept at all times. We look forward being able to eat in the restaurant.”

“We have ordered take out, the food is fantastic and its flavors are exquisite. We will repeat!!The best option in Newbury!!”
 

                                            TRIP ADVISOR REVIEWS
   

                                    
	
                                        
                                             “Very nice dinner. We were looking forward to the reopening and we were not disappointed. We had pakoras, onion bhaji, keena naan, lamb korai, goan jhinga, all was delicious and we'll order again! Keep up the good work.”

“Decent place. Came in for a bite to eat, the restaurant was busy but they managed to fit us in. Service was fine and food very tasty. Thank you.”
 

                                            TRIP ADVISOR REVIEWS
   

                                    
	
                                        
                                             “Great to see it reopen in 2021 and even better than before. Freshly cooked, great spices and good portions. Shame it's only takeaway at the moment but will be eating in as soon as we can. Once again our first choice in Newbury.”

“Four of us had a late dinner with two newbies to this cuisine. Great service and an awesome meal. Learned a lot from our server and totally enjoyed the meal.”
 

                                            TRIP ADVISOR REVIEWS
   

                                    
	
                                        
                                             “Curry club night out
Had a takeaway from here a while back which was excellent so decided to go for a dine in. Shafi and the Indigo bay team surpassed our expectations we’ve had a lot of Indian food and this was right up there with the best. We like it hot and it was hot, we also ask for a special dish of chilli bhajis/pakoras theirs were fantastic. Keep up the good work and thank you for an excellent meal.”
 

                                            TRIP ADVISOR REVIEW
   

                                    
	
                                        
                                             “Gone from worst Indian to BEST! I want to start off by saying I Love My Indian food! I visited prior to COVID and it was a terrible food experience. Friends booked it and I thought ho hum let’s try again. What a difference! Ot was a superb meal! I absolutely devoured my main - it was delicious! Service was super! Sides lovely. Naan was cooked to perfection. We’ll be back in a couple of weeks!” 

                                            TRIP ADVISOR REVIEW
   

                                    


                            

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            Need Some Inspiration?
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                                        Achari Lamb
 £11.95
                                         Tender Lamb cooked with fresh garlic, ginger, and herbs. Mild dish 

                                    

                                    
                                         ORDER NOW

                                              
                                        

                                         BOOK NOW
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                                        Goan Fish Curry
 £11.95
                                         Delicious fish cooked with olive oil and the chef secret spices. 
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                                        Chicken Tikka Jalfrezi
 £9.95
                                         Fresh herbs & spices, cooked with chopped onions, peppers, tomatoes & chillies. 
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                            5 Star Food Hygiene
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                                 We're very proud of having achieved a 5 Star Food Hygiene Rating. Food Hygiene & Safety is of huge importance to us and we are always striving to ensure all food storage & preparation is in line with the highest levels set by the Food Standards Agency. 

                            

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            Delivery Info

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                             
                                Delivery Schedule

                                We Offer Home delivery 6 Days a week
From 5:00PM each day
Last Delivery order must be 30 mins prior to closing to be accepted.
 ORDER NOW 

                        

                        
                             
                                Delivery Areas

                                We Offer Home Delivery 
Up to 4.5 Miles
Minimum Order £15
Delivery Charge from £1.5 up to £3

 
                        ORDER NOW
                     

                        

                        
                             
                                Delivery Timings

                                Average delivery time is 30-50 Mins
During busy times this can be much longer, we will confirm time on accepting your order.

 
                        ORDER NOW
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                                Halal Meat

                                 We want to make sure we cater for everyone. To achieve this, our meat is Halal. Everyone can enjoy our food, safely knowing how their food is sourced. 

                            

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            Follow Us

                             Make sure you follow us on social media for exclusive offers & updates. Also, if you have enjoyed a meal from us, we'd really appreciate it if you wrote us a nice review, it really does make a huge difference. 
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                            Business Info

                            ADDRESS
54-55 Bartholomew Street,
Newbury
RG14 5QA


                            PHONE
01635 35000

                            
					EMAIL
indigobaynewbury@gmail.com
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